WINES, BEERS
AND SPIRITS

BODEGA ZEMLIA
DE LAS
CASUARINAS
WINES

A small cellar with great wines and deep passion. In ancient
places, “zemlia” means both “earth” and “land”, soul of a nation,
honoring the infinite Argentinian lands, the “terroir” of Mendoza,
on the eastern slopes of the Andes. Bodega Zemlia de Las
Casuarinas produces mostly Malbec-based red wines, Malbec
(Cot) being an argentinian staple, already obtained numerous
awards in renowned contests, both in Argentina and abroad,
despite the winery’s youth.
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Malbec Zemlia de
Las Casuarinas
(Catalogue Product Code ALCZEMMAL750)
750ml bottle Malbec 100% (2009-2010) Premium single-variety wine. Grapes from
the Uco Valley (La Consulta and Tunuyán), as well as Vistalba and Agrelo in the
Central Area (Primera Zona, near Luján de Cuyo). Zemlia Malbec´s personality is
both young and modern, with predominant fresh fruit flavors and aromas, typical of
altitude vineyards from the Uco Valley. This innovative wine surprises first by its bright
and intense color. Then, it expresses itself in unique aromas, fresh and fruity, with a
soft lasting sensation and a delicate final note. Ideal to match with any meal,
especially grilled meat, pasta and hard cheese, but also more sophisticated and
delicate meat dishes. Ready to serve between 15C and 18C temperature. Southlander 1 unit box, minimum order 1 box.
Double Gold Medal in VINUS 2012 - Silver Medal in VINUS 2011 - Bronze Medal in
Finger Lakes Intl. Wine Competition 2011 - Silver Medal AWA 2010 - Gold Medal in
Caribe Wine & Spirits 2010 - Silver Medal in Terravino Mediterranean Wine & Spirits
Challenge 2010 - Gold Medal in Las Vegas Intl. Wine Competition 2010 - Gold
Medal in Finger Lakes Intl. Wine Competition 2012 - Silver Medal in VINALIES PARIS
2012

Cabernet Sauvignon
Zemlia de Las Casuarinas
(Catalogue Product Code ALCZEMCAB750)
750ml bottle Cabernet Sauvignon 90% Malbec 10% (2010) Grapes from the
Uco Valley (Tupungato, Tunuyán). It is fermented in french and american oak
and has an intense deep violet color. In its aromatic description, aromas of
black fruits such as blackberries, blueberries and cassis are complemented
by floral notes and spices, concluding this aromatic fan with notes of
tobacco, coffee, and smoke from contact with wood. In the mouth, it has a
medium structure, with soft, sweet, ripe tannins that make it a velvety and silky
wine ideal to match with day to day food, especially red meats, pasta and
hard cheese, but also more sophisticated and delicate meat dishes and
casseroles. Ready to serve between 15C and 18C temperature. Southlander 1 unit box, minimum order 1 box.
Gold Medal in VINUS 2012 - Gold Medal in VI Concurso Intl. de Vinhos do
Brasil 2012 - Bronze medal in Finger Lakes Intl. Wine Competition 2012 Bronze Medal in AWA 2012 - Gold Medal in VINUS 2011.
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Rosado de Malbec
Zemlia de Las Casuarinas
(Catalogue Product Code ALCZEMMAL750)
750ml bottle Malbec Sangria 100% (2009) Premium Rosé wine, obtained by
bleeding off Zemlia de Las Casuarinas best Malbec broths. Grapes from the Uco
Valley (La Consulta and Tunuyán), as well as Vistalba and Agrelo in the Central
Area (Primera Zona, near Luján de Cuyo). High concentration of tannins. Not only
fresh and sensual as any good Rosé wine, Zemlia Rosado de Malbec is also intense
and bodied, sue to its noble origin, and should satisfy the most demanding “amateurs“. By breathing it, you will find strawberry and cherry notes, as well as floral
aromas, reminding us of roses. It wil be fresh in your mouth, with an optimal balance
between acidity and sweetness, making it smooth and amost “creamy“ to your
palate. Ready for drinking, can be kept 2 more years in bottle, this wine is the ideal
aperitif, served chilled, between 10C and 12C, but its complexity makes it perfect to
accompany salads, sea food, fish or desserts. Southlander 1 unit box, minimum order
1 box.
Silver Medal in Finger Lakes Intl. Wine Competition 2011 - Bronze Medal in AWA
2010
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VETERIS
CONVENTUS
WINES

Veteris Conventus in latin means from the old abbey. This is the
name of an old farm kept for more than 12 generation starting
on 1640. Veteris Conventus wines are under strict surveillance
and controlled environment throughout maturation, maceration,
French oack steeping, bottling and storage. Veteris Conventus
offers three great varieties of wine: Malbec, Tannat and Tempranillo, each variety exhibiting the best of their conventional characteristics.
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Tannat
Veteris Conventus

Tempranillo
Veteris Conventus

(Catalogue Product Code ALCZEMMAL750)

(Catalogue Product Code ALCVETTEM750)

750ml bottle Tannat 100% (2002) This Tannat is the pride of Veteris Conventus.
Grapes come from Carrodilla in Lujan de Cuyo, Mendoza, Argentina. Over an
altitude of 850 meters above sea level, right beside the Andes mountains, the stocks
for this wine are 130 years old, and all is manually collected. The 2002 harvest
produced 580 bottles. Julius Caesar introduced this wine of complex breeding to
France, but was mainly forgotten due to its complicated formulation. When properly
processed and finally created, this wine has characteristics like no other. The sweet
tannins and balanced acids of this Tannat give the mouth an initial taste of great
duration. To the nose, it gives a bouquet of forest fruits like gooseberry and
raspberry along with those of subtle pear and pineapple. The scent of the French
oak is also present as well as that of a sweet vanilla. This wine is ideal for game
meat meals and complex casseroles. Ready to serve betweenn 15C and 18C
temperature. Southlander 1 unit box, minimum order 1 box.

750ml bottle Tempranillo 100% (2002) This is the great Spanish varietal.
Grapes come from Carrodilla in Lujan de Cuyo, Mendoza, Argentina. Over
an altitude of 850 meters above sea level, right beside the Andes mountains,
the stocks for this wine are 130 years old, and is all manually collected. The
2002 harvest produced 7,040 bottles. Tempranillo is present in every fine
Rioja Wine. Veteris Conventus Tempranillo presents an very intense red ruby
color, clean and transparent as a fact of being resting for months in oak
French casks, it has a very strong and complex personality and a fabulous
nose. Vanilla is present along with chocolate and intense notes from forest
fruits like strawberries, raspberries and ripped quinces, at the end is simple to
recognize caramel and regalis. In the mouth it has a great and round
structure very complex with fruit-bearing feedback. Ideal for any meal,
poultry and cheese especially favoured. Ready to serve betweenn 15C and
18C temperature. Southlander 1 unit box, minimum order 1 box.
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Malbec
Veteris Conventus
(Catalogue Product Code ALCVETMAL750)
750ml bottle Malbec 100% (2002) Malbec is an Argentinian staple, Mendoza´s
finest, the Andean jewel. Grapes come from Carrodilla in Lujan de Cuyo, Mendoza,
Argentina. Over an altitude of 850 meters above sea level right beside the Andes
mountains, the stocks for this wine are 130 years old, and is all manually collected.
The 2002 harvest produced 12,787 bottles. Veteris Conventus Malbec has a clean
and intense ruby-red hue, with vivid sparkling notes and great transparency. Gives
a frank variety of odors, like those of fresh strawberries and ripe plums. Aromas
resembling vanilla, tobacco and chocolate can also be recognized along with the
agreeable notes of the French oak casks. To the mouth, the wine reveals itself with a
strong structure that is complex with great feedback. This wine is ideal with a variety
of game meats or meals. Ready to serve betweenn 15C and 18C temperature.
Southlander 1 unit box, minimum order 1 box.
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PARAMO
BRAUHAUS
CRAFT
BEER

German-Ecuadorian brewmasters started this brewhouse with a
200 liters-per-bake capacity , you can trace back its origins to
Hahl´s family Schlossbrauerei Traustadt in Bavaria. This craft beer
brewery is located in Puembo, Ecuador. In November 2013, this
venture began with the development of recipes, using different
malts and hops, experimenting with different styles of yeast and
adapting to high altitude cooking. A local favorite, of strong
german accent.
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Pale Ale
Paramo Brauhaus
Craft Beer

Altbier
Paramo Brauhaus
Craft Beer

(Catalogue Product Code ALCPARPAL280)

(Catalogue Product Code ALCPARALT280)

280ml 6%ABV American-Style Pale Ale. It´s decidedly a hop-forward brew, considerably bready. The pale malt sweetness lends some balance, while the dry and late
hopping methods lend considerable hop strength to the aroma and flavor; besides
the classic bitterness expected from a pale ale, appears a bit citrusy. Medium-bodied and moderately carbonated, smooth, very floral from start to finish. It has a
gorgeous reddish caramel color, and distinctive floral aroma, the andean feedstock
adds very particular notes to this perfectly balanced pale ale; water comes from
natural springs of the Cotopaxi volcano, malt from the pacific coastal region of
Ecuador; the word páramo is spanish for moor or highland, this could be considered
one of the few Andes Pale Ales around. Southlander 6 unit box, minimum order 1 box.
Ingredients: natural spring water, pale malt, cara malt, magnum hops, perle hops,
cascade hops.

280ml 6%ABV Altbier. The beer world has many reasons to thank historic
Germany, this particular Páramo Brauhaus Altbier, is like a unicorn outside the
Rhineland and very uncommon in Southamerica; it would be more closely
related to Northern German Altbier with a very nice roasty, malty, nutty,
coffee-like flavor and aroma, yeasty, sweet and lightly hoppy/bittered ale. It
has a very nice deep reddish copper color. Regarding its authenticity, this
particular beer, truly has a personality of its own and is very well balanced,
Páramo Brauhaus German-Ecuadorian craft beer brewmasters certainly
perfected their recipe with local produce, it is an Andes Altbier; water comes
from natural springs of the Cotopaxi volcano, malt from the pacific coastal
region of Ecuador. Southlander 6 unit box, minimum order 1 box.
Ingredients: natural spring water, munich malt, vienna malt, cara malt, herkules
hops, mittelfruh hops, spalter selct hops.
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REPuBLICA
DEL CACAO
LIQUORS
República del Cacao started in 2005 when founders walked
into a chocolate store in Paris and asked to try their finest
chocolate. The assistant in the store brought them their most
prized chocolate, telling them that it was the finest chocolate in
the world. The brothers were amazed and excited - the cacao
in this magical bar came from the Guayaquil region, the largest
city in Ecuador. In that moment República del Cacao was born,
with one mission: to locally produce the most authentic Latin
American chocolate, by protecting sustainable fine cacao
production.
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Chocolate
Republica del Cacao
Liquor

Coffee
Republica del Cacao
Liquor

(Catalogue Product Code ALCREPCHO600)

(Catalogue Product Code ALCREPCOF600)

600ml premium organic single origin chocolate liquor 29%ABV This is the ultimate
gourmet experience, one of a kind creamy liqueur. Perfect as a cold appetizer with
ice cubes, coctail mix or dessert ingredient. Definitely the perfect product for
experimentation and having fun, a blend created from pure “Nacional” Ecuadorian
fine cacao beans and wholesome milk from the green slopes of the Andes mountains,
rounded off with sugar from the coastal plains of Colombia. The porcelain packaging is absolutely gorgeous, it is the perfect gift, or the perfect bottle to have
around with guests. It is very pleasurable to the pallate, in its mild sweetness and
toned down alcoholic content. Simply, the best chocolate liquor around. Southlander 1 unit box, minimum order 1 box.
Ingredients: demineralized water, sugar, ethyl alcohol neutral extra 96%, cacao
alcoholate (ethyl alcohol neutral extra 96% + cacao extract 100% natural), powder
milk, pectine (E440), soy lechitin (E322)

600ml coffee liquor 30%ABV A truly gourmet experience, dairy free, one of a
kind liqueur. Perfect to be served as a cold appetizer with ice cubes, or to
be used in a coctail mix or dessert. Definitely the perfect product for
experimentation and having fun, created from perfectly roasted organic
coffee beans, only the best produce gets to be in República del Cacao
products. The packaging is absolutely gorgeous, it is the perfect gift, or the
perfect bottle to have around with guests. If you’re into coffee liquors, non
creamy, semi-dry liquor, this is the one. Very pleasurable roasted coffee taste
and caffeine punch, has a lot of potential when mixed or shot straight after
a meal. With so many competition around, this is it. Southlander 1 unit box,
minimum order 1 box.
Ingredients: coffee alcoholate (Ethyl Alcohol extra neutral 96% + 100%
Natural Cacao), demineralized water, sugar, ethyl alcohol neutral extra 96%,
pectine (E440) and xanthan gum.
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ZHUMIR
LATIN
SPIRIT
SCHNAPPS
Zhumir is an Ecuadorian brand, which is established in the city
of Cuenca, known in the 1960s as the “Beach Distillery”, initially it
was a small factory with a modest production. As it penetrated
the market, it was necessary to increase the supply due to a
growing consumer preference. It is now one of the largest and
best known liqueurs in Ecuador. The Zhumir brand is sold overseas in the US, Mexico, Colombia, Peru Angola and China
(Shanghai).
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Coconut
Zhumir Latin Spirit
Schnapps

Peach
Zhumir Latin Spirit
Schnapps

(Catalogue Product Code ALCZHUCOC750)

(Catalogue Product Code ALCZHUPEA750)

750ml semi-dry schnapps bottle. Infused with coconut flavor, creating the best
coconut flavored spirit 21%ABV. Perfect for parties and coctails. Our process uses
only organic sugar cane from various regions of Ecuador, supporting national
producers and paying fair prices for their production. Zhumir Latin Spirit Coconut
Schnapps is the perfect drink to either use as a blender or consume dry. Zhumir
Latin Spirit Schnapps is a young, active, safe and independent spirit that moves
around in the environment related to music and entertainment in general, a brand
for young partygoers, a brand that thinks of young people, in age or at heart.
Zhumir Latin Spirits distillery is located in Cuenca Ecuador and we are proud to
produce alcoholic beverages of the best quality. Southlander 1 unit box, minimum
order 1 box.
Ingredients: distilled sugar cane schnapps, demineralized water, refined sugar cane,
artificial flavor.

750ml semi-dry schnapps bottle. Infused with peach flavor, creating the best
peach flavored spirit 21%ABV. Perfect for parties and coctails. Our process
uses only organic sugar cane from various regions of Ecuador, supporting
national producers and paying fair prices for their production. Zhumir Latin
Spirit Peach Schnapps is the perfect drink to either use as a blender or
consume dry. Zhumir Latin Spirit Schnapps is a young, active, safe and
independent spirit that moves around in the environment related to music
and entertainment in general, a brand for young partygoers, a brand that
thinks of young people, in age or at heart. Zhumir Latin Spirits distillery is
located in Cuenca Ecuador and we are proud to produce alcoholic
beverages of the best quality. Southlander 1 unit box, minimum order 1 box.
Ingredients: distilled sugar cane schnapps, demineralized water, refined
sugar cane, artificial flavor.
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Apple
Zhumir Latin Spirit
Schnapps

Naranjilla
Zhumir Latin Spirit
Schnapps

(Catalogue Product Code ALCZHUAPP750)

(Catalogue Product Code ALCZHUNAR750)

750ml semi-dry schnapps bottle. Infused with apple flavor, creating the best apple
flavored spirit 21%ABV. Perfect for parties and coctails. Our process uses only
organic sugar cane from various regions of Ecuador, supporting national producers
and paying fair prices for their production. Zhumir Latin Spirit Apple Schnapps is the
perfect drink to either use as a blender or consume dry. Zhumir Latin Spirit Schnapps
is a young, active, safe and independent spirit that moves around in the environment related to music and entertainment in general, a brand for young partygoers,
a brand that thinks of young people, in age or at heart. Zhumir Latin Spirits distillery
is located in Cuenca Ecuador and we are proud to produce alcoholic beverages
of the best quality. Southlander 1 unit box, minimum order 1 box.
Ingredients: distilled sugar cane schnapps, demineralized water, refined sugar cane,
artificial flavor.

750ml semi-dry schnapps bottle. Infused with naranjilla flavor, creating the
best naranjilla flavored spirit 21%ABV. Perfect for parties and coctails. Our
process uses only organic sugar cane from various regions of Ecuador,
supporting national producers and paying fair prices for their production.
Zhumir Latin Spirit Naranjilla Schnapps is the perfect drink to either use as a
blender or consume dry. Zhumir Latin Spirit Schnapps is a young, active, safe
and independent spirit that moves around in the environment related to
music and entertainment in general, a brand for young partygoers, a brand
that thinks of young people, in age or at heart. Zhumir Latin Spirits distillery is
located in Cuenca Ecuador and we are proud to produce alcoholic
beverages of the best quality. Southlander 1 unit box, minimum order 1 box.
Ingredients: distilled sugar cane schnapps, demineralized water, refined
sugar cane, artificial flavor.
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Passion Fruit
Zhumir Latin Spirit
Schnapps

Pink Watermelon
Zhumir Latin Spirit
Schnapps

(Catalogue Product Code ALCZHUPFR750)

(Catalogue Product Code ALCZHUWAT750)

750ml semi-dry schnapps bottle. Infused with passion fruit flavor, creating the best
passion fruit flavored spirit 21%ABV. Perfect for parties and coctails. Our process
uses only organic sugar cane from various regions of Ecuador, supporting national
producers and paying fair prices for their production. Zhumir Latin Spirit Passion
Fruit Schnapps is the perfect drink to either use as a blender or consume dry. Zhumir
Latin Spirit Schnapps is a young, active, safe and independent spirit that moves
around in the environment related to music and entertainment in general, a brand
for young partygoers, a brand that thinks of young people, in age or at heart.
Zhumir Latin Spirits distillery is located in Cuenca Ecuador and we are proud to
produce alcoholic beverages of the best quality. Southlander 1 unit box, minimum
order 1 box.
Ingredients: distilled sugar cane schnapps, demineralized water, refined sugar cane,
artificial flavor.

750ml semi-dry schnapps bottle. Infused with watermelon flavor, creating the
best watermelon flavored spirit 16%ABV. Perfect for parties and coctails. Our
process uses only organic sugar cane from various regions of Ecuador,
supporting national producers and paying fair prices for their production.
Zhumir Latin Spirit Watermelon Schnapps is the perfect drink to either use as
a blender or consume dry. Zhumir Latin Spirit Schnapps is a young, active,
safe and independent spirit that moves around in the environment related to
music and entertainment in general, a brand for young partygoers, a brand
that thinks of young people, in age or at heart. Zhumir Latin Spirits distillery is
located in Cuenca Ecuador and we are proud to produce alcoholic
beverages of the best quality. Southlander 1 unit box, minimum order 1 box.
Ingredients: distilled sugar cane schnapps, demineralized water, refined
sugar cane, artificial flavor.
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Assorted
Zhumir Latin Spirit
Schnapps Bottles
(Catalogue Product Code ALCZHUASS750)
Southlander wholesale format 6 assorted bottles box, 1
schnapps bottle from each Zhumir Latin Spirit Schnapps Bottle
flavor, minimum order 1 box.
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ECUALIQUORS
PaJARO AZuL
SCHNAPPS
Ecualiquors, producer and marketer of the traditional Ecuadorian aguardiente spirit, Pájaro Azul, which translates to Blue Bird.
An 80 year old tradition originary to Echandía, Guaranda in
the province of Bolivar. A 100% controlled operation, ecualiquors prides in its premium product “Pájaro Azúl” considered a
traditional spirit of the Ecuadorian Andes. Ecualiquors renewed
its product’s image during the early 2000’s, turning it into a
commercial hit.
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Pajaro Azul
30% Proof Aguardiente
(Catalogue Product Code ALCLIQPAJ750)
750ml aguardiente spirit bottle. Pájaro Azúl is an aguardiente, schnapps spirit,
typical of the Andean region of Ecuador. This liquor originates from the province
of Bolivar and is made from sugar cane, 30%ABV. The bluish hue comes from the
refraction of the firmament through the liquid, hence its name Pájaro Azúl or “blue
bird”. Its elaboration is ancestral and the variations of its ingredients have
changed over time; local haciendas had different recipes and often competed
each other. In the 60’s and 70’s, the enterprise of the Licorera de Bolívar Industrial Company, developed a “consensus” formula and it came to export the
product to Colombia and Perú, under the name Anisado El Gato; Ecualiquors
was born and the product remained inthe local markets as its always been
known: Pájaro Azúl. Southlander 1 unit box, minimum order 1 box.
Ingredients: distilled natural spring distilled water, orange, mandarin, broth,
gooseberry, anis leaves, ethyl distilled alcohol.
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